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The portfolio consists of two compositions. The first is written for large orchestra: Wings of 
Galaxy. The second is a trio for alto flute, viola and harp: Elegy. 
Wings of Galaxy ， 
This piece is a combination of delicate orchestral texture and fast changing timbres. It 
attempts to portray an imaginative scene. Transient meteor, moving nebula and the elements 
hanging in the galaxy seem so intangible. They are so unreachably far from us. They exist in 
our dream and may suddenly come into sight. Color is another important element of this piece. 
The composer wants to reorganize the different color schemes with the changing sounds 
through which, an ideal scenery can be visualized. 
The work disintegrates a hexachord into two motives on the base of which a new motive 
is developed. These motives, together with their variations, are weaved into the whole work 
with versatility and flexibility. Particular focus is laid on the exquisite and 
slightly quivering sounds used in the description of gentle formation of galaxy out of the 
nebulas. The various concrete and florid textures are just the analogue of the well-contoured 
galaxies and their movement. Whereas the glittering and pointillistic sounds underneath are 
the millions of diamonds that glimmering from eons ago to the eternity in the deep darkness 













The idea of the work roots from my retrospection of three ladies. This piece does not use 
too many elaborative techniques. Instead it employs simple pitch materials to achieve a 
sentiment of commemoration. The octatonic collection is one enriched with meanings. The 
multi facets of the linear progression and the melody are made possible by the 
segmentation of the octatonic collection. The temperaments and lives of these ladies melt 
gradually into my life when the musical notes of the work flow from afar to the present and 








Composition 1: Wings of Galaxy 
Composition 2: Elegy 
Zhou Qian 
Elegy 
-in Memory of Three Graceful Ladies 
for Alto Flute, Viola and Harp 
Score 
Notation 
-AaAA/W- 二 Vibrato as the curve shows 
Vibrato as the curve shows 
= Glissando (down) at the end of the tone 
:: = 1 / 4 tone higher 
# = 3/4 tone higher 
； = 3 / 4 tone lower 
二 Pluck with the fingernails 
s.p. 二 sul ponticello 
s. sul tasto 
o r d . � ord^ ordinary sound and harmonics sound alternates rapidly 
Elegy 
—in Memory of Three Graceful Ladies 
Rubato 
Z h o u Q i a n 
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Wings of Galaxy 
Orchestra 
Score 
Duration: ca 12 minutes 
r/7 
1 / 統 系 餘 當 l a 
.../ passed a little further on and heard a peacock say: 
Who made the grass and made the worms and made my feathers gay, 
He is a monstrous peacock, and He waveth all the night 
,His languid tail above us, lit with myriad spots of light. 
William Butler Yeats, The Indian upon God 
Instrumentation 
3 Flutes (3rd doubling Piccolo) 
2 Oboes 
1 English Horn 
2 Clarinets in B^ 
1 Bass Clarinet in B^  
2 Bassoons 
1 Contrabassoon 
4 Horns in F 
3 Trumpets in C 








Xylophone, Triangle, Cymbal, Cymbals 
(a Pair of) 




Wings of Galaxy 
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